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Aims Pharmacological termination of atrial fibrillation (AF) remains a challenge due to limited efficacy and potential ven-
tricular proarrhythmic effects of antiarrhythmic drugs. SK channels are proposed as atrial-specific targets in the
treatment of AF. Here, we investigated the effects of the new SK channel inhibitor AP14145.

...................................................................................................................................................................................................
Methods
and results

Eight goats were implanted with pericardial electrodes for induction of AF (30 days). In an open-chest study, the
atrial conduction velocity (CV) and effective refractory period (ERP) were measured during pacing. High-density
mapping of both atrial free-walls was performed during AF and conduction properties were assessed. All measure-
ments were performed at baseline and during AP14145 infusion [10 mg/kg/h (n = 1) or 20 mg/kg/h (n = 6)]. At an in-
fusion rate of 20 mg/kg/h, AF terminated in five of six goats. AP14145 profoundly increased ERP and reduced CV
during pacing. AP14145 increased spatiotemporal instability of conduction at short pacing cycle lengths. Atrial fibril-
lation cycle length and pathlength (AF cycle length � CV) underwent a strong dose-dependent prolongation.
Conduction velocity during AF remained unchanged and conduction patterns remained complex until the last sec-
onds before AF termination, during which a sudden and profound organization of fibrillatory conduction occurred.

...................................................................................................................................................................................................
Conclusion AP14145 provided a successful therapy for termination of persistent AF in goats. During AF, AP14145 caused an

ERP and AF cycle length prolongation. AP14145 slowed CV during fast pacing but did not lead to a further de-
crease during AF. Termination of AF was preceded by an abrupt organization of AF with a decline in the number
of fibrillation waves.
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Introduction

Currently, available antiarrhythmic drugs (AADs) for the treatment
atrial fibrillation (AF) lose their efficacy with AF progression and
mainly convert recent-onset AF of <48 h.1 The lack of atrial

selectivity limits the use of more aggressive antiarrhythmic therapy,
as many may AADs lead to ventricular proarrhythmia, particularly in
patients with structural heart disease. A more effective and safe AF
treatment might be achieved by targeting ion channels that are pre-
dominantly expressed in the atrium. The small conductance calcium-
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activated potassium (SK or KCa2) channel has been proposed as such
an atrial-selective target. Three subtypes of this ion channel have
been identified, of which SK2 and SK3 are abundant in the human
atria. SK channel opening is triggered by an increase in the intracellu-
lar Ca2þ concentration and therefore affects the action potential pla-
teau and terminal repolarization in a Ca2þ dependent manner.2

Inhibition of SK channels leads to prolongation of the action potential
(AP) and atrial effective refractory period (ERP) in human muscle
bundles2 and shortens AF paroxysms.3,4 In the canine left atrium, SK
channel expression levels and SK current densities were enhanced af-
ter 7 days of AF-induced electrical remodelling.3 Indeed, it has been
shown that selective SK-channel inhibition could prolong AP duration
and ERP in human atrial muscle bundles from chronic AF patients.2

In addition, it has been reported that SK channel inhibition may
lead to a small depolarization of the resting membrane potential
which was associated with a reduced AP upstroke velocity (dV/dt)
and amplitude in human cardiomyocytes.2,5 Moreover, the combina-
tion of a selective SK channel inhibitor (ICA) and sodium channel
blockers synergistically prolonged ERP.6 This reduction of excitability
after SK channel inhibition, functionally a class I effect, could poten-
tially act as an additional antiarrhythmic mechanism.

Recently, a new compound, AP14145, was developed that showed
selective SK channel inhibiting properties in HEK293 cell lines.4,7

AP14145 also exhibited potential for AF treatment, as it was able to
terminate sustained AF and protect against its re-induction in a model
where the clinically available drug vernakalant failed to terminate AF.4

Here, we have studied the antiarrhythmic mechanisms of SK-channel
inhibition by AP14145 during AF and regular rhythms in a goat model
of persistent AF. We performed bi-atrial high-density mapping to ob-
tain insight into the effects on conduction and termination of AF, in-
cluding the potential Class I effect of AP14145 during AF.

Methods

Animal model and surgical procedures
All animal experiments were conducted according to both the Dutch (li-
cense number AVD107002016782) and the European regulations on ani-
mal experimentation. Eight goats were anaesthetized (induction: sodium
thiopental, 10 mg/kg and maintenance of sufentanyl, 6mg/kg/h and propo-
fol, 10 mg/kg/h) and implanted with pericardial electrodes above the left
atrium (LA) and a stimulator for AF induction (Medtronic Itrel II/IIIVR ,
Medtronic plc., Minneapolis, MN, USA). After recovery from surgery, AF
was maintained by 50 Hz pacing at 10 V, on: 1 s/off: 4 s (figure 1A).

A terminal experiment was performed after 30 days of AF mainte-
nance under general anaesthesia (induction: sodium thiopental 10 mg/kg,
maintenance: sufentanyl 6mg/kg/h, propofol 10 mg/kg/h, and rocuronium
0.3 mg/kg/h). Standard Einthoven electrocardiogram (ECG) leads were
recorded. Haemodynamic parameters were measured by a pressure-tip
catheter (Sentron Europe BV, Roden, The Netherlands) in the left ventri-
cle. A left-sided thoracotomy exposed the heart for electrophysiological
measurements. Two mapping electrode arrays, each consisting of 249
unipolar electrodes (2.4-mm electrode distance), were placed on right
atrial (RA) and left atrial free wall. Mapping-electrodes were kept in a
fixed position during the whole experiment. Signals were recorded at a
sampling frequency of 1039 Hz. Two defibrillation catheters were placed,
one in the RA cavity and one in the coronary sinus, to allow internal di-
rect current (DC) defibrillation. Goats were anticoagulated with 2500 IU/
h heparin. One hour of stabilization was allowed before the start of the
experimental protocol.

Experimental protocol
Stage 1, AF stability was assessed over a 30-min period. Unipolar atrial
electrograms were recorded continuously in 60 s periods during the
whole period. Next, AF was terminated by a DC shock (<_20 J, Physio-
Control Lifepak 9B, Medtronic, Minneapolis, MN, USA) and ERP and con-
duction velocities (CVs) were assessed during pacing. The CV was mea-
sured by an S1–S1 protocol, applying 2X threshold, 40 cycles at a range
of cycle lengths (450, 400, 350, 300, 275, 250, and 225 ms). Effective re-
fractory period was measured using an S1–S2 protocol (8:1 ratio 4X
threshold) at 250 and 400 ms cycle length. The S2 was incremented by
2 ms, until capture was observed. The last uncaptured beat was consid-
ered as the ERP. Atrial fibrillation was electrically terminated if AF was in-
duced at one of the intermediate measurements to allow full
accomplishment of the experimental protocol. After completion of the
S1–S1 and S1–S2 measurements, AF was re-induced and sustained for
30 min.

Stage 2 (Figure 1C), the stability of AF was challenged by the SK channel
blocker AP14145 (Acesion Pharma, Copenhagen, Denmark). One goat
was excluded from AP14145 infusion due to lack of sustained AF and in
one goat, AP14145 was infused at a rate of 10 mg/kg/h for 45 min and a
cumulative dose of 7.5 mg/kg. In the remaining six goats with sustained
AF, AP14145 was infused at a rate of 20 mg/kg/h for 45 min. Atrial fibrilla-
tion stability was monitored until a cumulative dose of 15 mg/kg was
reached. Unipolar atrial electrograms were recorded during the whole
period of drug infusion. Atrial fibrillation was re-induced by automated
burst pacing (50 Hz, 1 s, 10 mA) whenever sinus rhythm occurred during
the 45-min period of drug infusion.

Stage 3, at 45 min, the AF re-induction protocol was switched off.
AP14145 infusion was continued, at a rate of 20 mg/kg/h, for the next
15 min. If AF did not spontaneously terminate at this point, it was electri-
cally terminated by a DC shock. The S1–S1 and S1–S2 measurements of
CV and ERP were performed as described above within the 15-min pe-
riod. A graphical representation of the outline of the experimental design
and measurements is depicted in Figure 1B–D.

Data analysis
The limb leads and left ventricular pressure were stored and analysed in
IdeeQ software (Instrument Development Engineering and Evaluation,
Maastricht University, Maastricht, The Netherlands). Recordings of uni-
polar atrial electrograms of 60 s acquired at the time points of 0, 5, 10, 15,
20, 25, and 30 min after the start of the drug infusion were used for analy-
sis. Atrial electrograms were analysed offline using a custom-made algo-
rithm (MATLAB 8.1; The Math-works, Inc., Natick, MA, USA) based on a
probabilistic approach.8 This algorithm identifies local deflections/

What’s new?

• SK channel inhibition by AP14145 terminates 30 days of
persistent atrial fibrillation (AF) in the goat.

• SK channel inhibition by AP14145 led to a dose-dependent AF
cycle length prolongation.

• Just before cardioversion of AF, a sudden organization of
fibrillatory conduction occurred.

• SK channel inhibition by AP14145 resulted in a slowing of the
conduction velocity suggesting Class I antiarrhythmic
properties.
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a

Figure 1 Graphical outline of the experimental design. (A) AF was induced and maintained by burst pacing for 30 days. At this point seven out of
eight goats were in sustained AF. The goat with unstable AF was excluded from the rest of the study. (B) In an open-chest study, a baseline electro-
physiological characterization was performed. Unipolar atrial electrograms were recorded during atrial pacing, to assess ERP and CV, and AF. (C) AF
stability was challenged by the SK channel blocker AP14145. Unipolar atrial electrograms were recorded continuously during the intravenous admin-
istration of the drug. AF terminations were documented and if necessary, AF was re-induced. (D) Measurements of ERP and CV after 45 min of
AP14145 administration. All ERP and CV measurements were performed during 20 mg/kg/h AP14145 infusion. aOne goat was infused at a rate of
10 mg/kg/h and six goats at a rate of 20 mg/kg. AF, atrial fibrillation; CV, conduction velocity; ERP, effective refractory period.
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activation times in the unipolar electrograms. Atrial fibrillation cycle
length, CV during AF, and fibrillation waves were computed based on
these activation times.8 Waves were defined by clusters of activation
times that were connected in space and time by an apparent CV of >_20
cm/s. A fibrillation wave was classified as breakthrough (BT) if the starting
point occurred within the mapping array. In certain instances, multiple
starting points are located in close proximity, potentially originating from
a rugged wavefront or transmural conduction. To avoid overestimation
of the number of wavefronts, territories of starting points with >90%
overlap were merged to a single wave and wave type was assigned to the
earliest activation. Within waves, the CV was calculated for each activa-
tion by fitting a plane through the spatially neighbouring activations.
Waves of <3 electrodes were excluded from the analysis. The fifth per-
centile (p5) of the AF cycle length distribution was used as a surrogate
measure for ERP during AF. The wavelength during pacing was defined as
the product of CV and ERP. The pathlength during AF was defined as the
product of CV and AF cycle length.

Statistics
Statistical analysis was performed using IBM SPSS statistics V.25.0. Single
repeated parameters were tested with a paired sample t-test. The dose-
or time-dependent effects on AF properties and pacing cycle length
dependent effects on CV were tested with a linear mixed-effects model
using a diagonal covariance structure with atrium, cumulative dose, and
cycle length considered as fixed variables and animal taken as a random
variable. Results are reported as mean ± standard deviation (SD). A P-
value <0.05 was considered statistically significant.

Results

The effects of AP14145 on atrial
fibrillation stability and global
electrocardiogram parameters
One goat did not develop stable AF after 30 days of burst pacing and
was excluded for the rest of the study. All sustained AF goats
remained in stable AF in the 30-min window after all surgical manipu-
lations and prior to drug infusion. Atrial fibrillation terminated in five
of seven goats at a range of 3.7–9.7 mg/kg of AP14145, as shown in
Figure 2A. Of the two goats that did not terminate AF, one had an in-
fusion rate of 10/mg/kg/h and the other a rate of 20 mg/kg/h. In four
out of five goats that cardioverted, AF became very unstable as dem-
onstrated by the multiple AF inductions that were required to main-
tain AF (Figure 2A). RR intervals did not change during sinus rhythm
(Figure 2A) or AF (data not shown). Electrocardiogram parameters
were assessed during regular pacing to avoid necessity of corrections
for rate. No changes in the QRS duration or in the QT time were ob-
served in the applied range of pacing cycle lengths (450–250 ms)
(Figure 2C or D). Small trends towards increased left ventricular sys-
tolic pressure or in dP/dtmax were observed after the administration
of AP14145. No drug-induced ventricular arrhythmias were ob-
served up to the maximal dose of 20 mg/kg AP14145.

Effective refractory period and
conduction velocity during regular pacing
Atrial ERP was measured at a cycle length close to the fibrillation cy-
cle length (250 ms) and at a cycle length closer to physiological sinus
cycle length (400 ms). Figure 3 illustrates a profound ERP increase at

both cycle lengths, 72 ± 27 ms at 250 ms, P = 0.02 and 83± 15 ms at
400 ms, P < 0.001. No rate-dependent effects on ERP were observed.
At baseline, the CV varied from 77 to 73 cm/s at a cycle length range
from 225 to 450 ms. AP14145 significantly reduced CV at most inves-
tigated cycle lengths (P < 0.001). Moreover, a significant positive rate-
dependent effect of AP14145 was present (P < 0.001), leading to
about 20% slowing of the CV at the shortest cycle lengths. The wave-
length at the cycle length of 400 ms increased by þ5.7 ± 1 cm,
(P < 0.001). However, at a cycle length of 250 ms, no change in wave-
length was observed.

The effect of AP14145 on atrial
fibrillation properties
Figure 4 presents the dose-dependent changes by AP14145 on AF.
Atrial fibrillation cycle length and the 5th percentile of the AF cycle
length presented a robust dose-dependent increase which persisted
throughout all cumulative concentrations. At baseline (0 mg
AP14145), a right-to-left gradient of AF cycle length was present
(n = 6, <0.001). The gradient decreased somewhat at higher dosages
of the drug but remained significantly different. Goats started to car-
diovert (grey area in the figure) at moderate increases of AF cycle
length. The goat that failed to cardiovert to sinus rhythm by AP14145
had an equivalent magnitude and steepness of AF cycle length in-
crease in the LA compared with the goats that cardioverted but the
steepness of AF cycle length increase in RA levelled off at a cumula-
tive dose of 5 mg/kg. The left atrial CV during baseline AF was lower
compared to the CV measured during fast pacing, 58 ± 4.6 vs.
73 ± 5.6 cm/s (P < 0.01), respectively. Conduction velocity did not
change despite the robust increase in AF cycle length and cumulative
dose of AP14145. In line with the stable CV and increasing AF cycle
length, a consistent and significant increase in pathlength occurred in
both atria with a trend towards stronger increases in the RA.

Next, we evaluated the type of conduction patterns (peripheral vs.
BT) and complexity of conduction in both atria (measured as the to-
tal number of waves). Surprisingly, the level of complexity showed
only a trend towards fewer waves in the LA and no change was pre-
sent in the RA. Increased number of BT events or focal activity may
be a source for the persistent high level of complexity. Breakthrough
waves were therefore investigated for incidence and spatial distribu-
tion. Similar to the total number of waves, only a trend towards fewer
BTs was found in the LA, while no change was observed in the RA.
Breakthrough waves occurred at all electrodes within the mapping
area with certain sites of a higher BT activity. During AP14145 infu-
sion, no sites of increased BT incidence were observed and the gen-
eral spatial distribution of BTs remained stable. In the Supplementary
material online, a more detailed report on the distribution of BTs is
presented.

A sudden transition in fibrillation pattern
just prior to cardioversion
Except for an AF cycle length and pathlength increase, no consider-
able changes in conduction properties were observed during the in-
fusion of AP14145. We hypothesized that shortly before
cardioversion, marked changes in fibrillation pattern occurred. We
therefore analysed the final 10 s prior to the (first) cardioversion.
Figure 5 depicts four snapshots of conduction patterns during AF in a
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Figure 2 The effects of AP14145 infusion on AF stability and global ECG parameters. (A) The left panel depicts, per goat, the number of AF induc-
tions (red lines) that were required to maintain AF during continuous AP14145 infusion. AF became highly unstable in four out of five the goats that
cardioverted. The right panel illustrates the lack of effect of AP14145 (red bar) on the sinus cycle length. (B) The QRS durations and QT times were
determined during pacing. AP14145 (red lines) did not significantly affect the QRS duration and QT time. Mean ± SD, n = 6. (C) At a cycle length of
400 ms, AP14145 led to a trend towards higher systolic pressure and rate of pressure rise. Mean ± SD, n = 6. AF, atrial fibrillation; ECG,
electrocardiogram.
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Figure 3 Electrophysiological effects of AP14145 during pacing. (A) Refractory period at a cycle length close to the AF cycle length (250 ms) and at
a cycle length close to the sinus cycle length (400 ms). AP14145 significantly increased effective refractory periods at both cycle lengths. (B) Left atrial
CV at a range of cycle lengths. AP14145 significantly reduced CV at most cycle lengths. From the absolute individual CV differences, it can be appreci-
ated that AP14145 had a pronounced rate-dependent effect on CV. B. The wavelength, calculated as a product of ERP and CV. At a cycle length of
400 ms, a significant increase was observed. However, no significant changes were observed at 250 ms. AP14145 vs. baseline *P < 0.05, ***P < 0.001,
n = 6. AF, atrial fibrillation; CV, conduction velocity; ERP, effective refractory period.
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Figure 4 Electrophysiological parameters during AF at different cumulative doses of AP14145. AF cycle length (solid line) and the 5th percentile
(dashed line) of the AF cycle length increased in both atria in a dose-dependent manner. In contrast to pacing, no changes in CV during AF were ob-
served in either atrium. On the other hand, a dose-dependent increase in pathlength (CV� AF cycle length) was observed both atria. The total num-
ber of waves (solid line) and breakthrough waves (dashed lines) exhibited a trend towards a reduction in the left atrium but not in the right. AP14145
vs. baseline *P < 0.05, **P < 0.01, ***P < 0.001, n = 7. AF, atrial fibrillation; CV, conduction velocity.
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goat that terminated at a cumulative dose of�5.4 mg. The complex-
ity of conduction remained high (with 9–10 waves/cycle) till 10 s be-
fore AF termination. However, during the final cycles of AF, the
patterns rapidly re-organized, as illustrated by the two almost syn-
chronized colliding waves in the lower right corner.

Figure 6 depicts the temporal changes in AF parameters (AF cycle
length, CV, pathlength, and number of waves) prior to cardioversion.
To capture the dynamic behaviour, we analysed these parameters in
windows of 500 ms. Note that the cumulative dose differs between
animals, as AF terminations occurred at different time points. At 10 s
before AF termination, only the AF cycle length and pathlength were
significantly increased, while CV and waves were not significantly
changed (Supplementary material online, Table S1). Few changes
were observed up to 2 s before AF termination but then rapid
changes occurred, exhibited by a small increase in CV and a continu-
ous further increase in AF cycle length and pathlength. The AF cycle
length in the RA, which was initially shorter, underwent the steepest
prolongation, exceeding the AF cycle length observed simultaneously
in the LA. This coincided with a reduction in the number of waves
per cycle and AF termination. The mechanistic interpretation of
these changes is dependent on the existence of such events during

stable (baseline) AF. Baseline AF was analysed to identify large and
abrupt fluctuations as seen just before AF termination. However,
fluctuations of AF parameters to the level of AF termination were
not observed at baseline, see the Supplementary material online and
Figure S2 for more details.

Wavefront stability during fast pacing
As described above, complex fibrillation patterns persisted until just
prior to AF termination. To explore wavefront stability as a source of
complexity, we investigated wavefront propagation at short pacing
cycle lengths during pacing (225, 250, and 275 ms). Wave patterns
were visually inspected and classified as uniformly propagating wave-
fronts, wavefronts with conduction block or failure to maintain 1:1
capture. A uniformly propagating wavefront was observed at all cycle
lengths at baseline (Supplementary material online, Table S2). In the
presence of AP14145, the propagating wavefront at a pacing cycle
length of 275 ms remained uniform, Figure 7A. However, a further re-
duction of the pacing cycle length led to more frequent conduction
disorders and pacing failure. Figure 7B illustrates a case of conduction
block at a pacing cycle length of 225 ms. Initially, only one entry point
was present but the mapping area became activated from three sides

Figure 5 Snapshots of conduction patterns of fibrillation waves in the left atrium in a time frame of one AF cycle. Upper left map, baseline. During
baseline recording, there were on average 9.4 waves per AF cycle present in this goat. Wavefronts originating at the edge and breakthrough waves
had a ratio of 1:1. Wavefronts often fused while at other sites lines of conduction block appeared, for example, waves 1–4. Upper right map, 5 mg/kg.
After 15 min of infusion, i.e. 5 mg/kg, no significant changes in pattern complexity (8.4 waves/cycle) were observed. However, at this moment, the AF
cycle length had increased from 139 ms to 183 ms. Lower left map, 5.4 mg/kg. One minute later, during the final 10 s before AF termination, 9.4 waves/
cycle were present and the AF cycle length was around 180 ms. Lower right map, the final fibrillation cycle. During the final cycle before termination, a
rapid decline in number of fibrillation waves occurred and the AF cycle length increased further to 198 ms. AF, atrial fibrillation.
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Figure 6 The temporal changes of AF properties within the last 10 s before AF termination. The data depict the first AF termination induced by
AP14145 infusion. The right and left atrial data were recorded simultaneously. From top to bottom AF cycle length, CV, pathlength, and the number
of waves per AF cycle. The data were analysed in non-overlapping windows of 500 ms, which generally encompassed 2–3 AF cycles. In the first
8 seconds, a slight trend towards a longer AF cycle and pathlength could be observed in the left atrium but not in the right atrium. In the final 2 s be-
fore termination, a small increase in CV in both atria was observed which was followed by a rapid increase of AF cycle length and pathlength.
Somewhat later a decrease of the number of waves occurred. No significant differences between 10 and 2 seconds before termination were present
but appeared 2 seconds before termination. Data are presented as mean ± SD. vs. baseline recording; #P < 0.05, ##P < 0.01 ###P < 0.001. vs. time
point�2 s; *P < 0.05 n = 5. AF, atrial fibrillation; CV, conduction velocity.
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with multiple block lines when AP14145 was present. To quantify
more subtle changes in conduction, we investigated the spatial het-
erogeneity of conduction vectors by computing the circular variance
of all conduction vectors at pacing cycle lengths of 225, 250, and
275 ms. Pacing at shorter cycle lengths led to more disperse conduc-
tion vectors (i.e. larger variance), both at baseline and in the presence
of AP14145. Mixed model testing indicated an overall higher circular
variance for AP14145 (P = 0.011) but no individual cycle lengths
showed significant difference. Similarly, the temporal variability of
conduction direction (Figure 7C), measured as beat-to-beat angle dif-
ferences, increased with shorter cycle lengths and was significantly in-
creased by AP14145 (P = 0.026).

Discussion

In this study, we investigated electrophysiological effects of the novel
SK channel inhibitor AP14145. When AP14145 was infused at a rate
of 20 mg/kg/h, a high success rate (five of six) of AF termination was
achieved. This infusion regime did not lead to changes in ventricular
electrophysiology or left ventricular pump function. During pacing, a

considerable slowing of atrial conduction was induced by AP14145,
coinciding with a spatiotemporal instability of wavefront propagation.
During AF, AP14145 induced a profound AF cycle increase while
conduction velocity was not affected. Surprisingly, no gradual reduc-
tion of AF complexity towards AF termination was observed.
Instead, we report a sudden transition towards low complexity in the
beats just prior to AF termination. From this study, it remains unclear
what triggers the sudden change in complexity, and further research
is necessary to unravel this mechanism. Our data suggest that ERP
and subsequent AF cycle length prolongation are the main antiar-
rhythmic mechanisms of AP14145.

Safety and selectivity of the SK channel
inhibitor AP14145
Expression of SK channels has been reported for a variety of organs,
including the heart and central nervous system (CNS).7 An SK chan-
nel inhibitor that does not pass the blood–brain barrier could poten-
tially avoid CNS-related side effect. In the present work, we studied
the newly developed SK channel inhibitor AP14145, which has been
presented as a possible atrial-selective potassium channel inhibitor
that exhibits an equipotent profile on different subtypes of SK
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duction failure. (B) Two vector fields in the same goat at a pacing cycle length of 225 ms. Bipolar pacing was performed on the left side of the array,
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channels in HEK cells.7 The administration of AP14145 did not lead
to acute CNS effects in mice,7 but moderate tremors were observed
in anaesthetized pigs.9 In this study, we could not observe tremors as
muscle relaxants were an integral component of the anaesthesia.
However, pilot pharmacokinetic studies in the awake goats revealed
mild tremors after an intravenous bolus of 5 mg/kg of AP14145.

SK channel selectivity of AP14145 has been evidenced by a minor
inhibitory effect on hERG (Kv11.1) and lack of effect on Nav1.5 mea-
sured at a frequency of 1 Hz.4 Atrial ERP prolongation without a pro-
longation of the ventricular ERP or QT interval has indeed been
observed in different species with this small molecule com-
pound.4,9,10 Safety profiling revealed no ventricular proarrhythmic
effects.9 In line with these observations, we did not observe QRS or
QT prolongation nor ventricular arrhythmias, suggesting a high de-
gree of atrial selectivity. Also, no haemodynamic instability was
observed.

SK channels, effective refractory period,
and conduction velocity
Early studies indicated that SK channels play a role in the late phase 3
repolarization of the cardiomyocyte. In a variety of species, and this
study, demonstrated an action potential and ERP prolonging effects
of SK channel inhibition.2–4 Treatment with SK channel inhibition
results in shorter AF paroxysms and termination of sustained AF.3,4

SK channel inhibition was reported by Skibsbye et al.2 to also de-
crease dV/dtmax and action potential amplitude which was suggested
to be caused by the observed minor depolarization of the resting
membrane potential. These observations were reported for two
mechanistically different SK channel inhibitors, the negative allosteric
modulator NS8593 and the direct pore inhibitor ICAGEN. Both
drugs have a relatively high selectivity for SK2 and SK3, suggesting
that SK inhibition generally leads to an indirect reduction of excitabil-
ity which may be interpreted as a functional class I effect.2 However,
Burashnikov et al.11 recently demonstrated that NS8593 also con-
tains a direct and atrial specific sodium current inhibiting property.

In this study, SK inhibition by AP14145 led to profound slowing of
atrial CV and this was not coincided with QRS duration. AP14145
was reported not to affect INa at 1 Hz4 but a direct INa inhibition could
have occurred at higher frequencies, or at more depolarized holding
potentials. From these experiments, we cannot unravel the underly-
ing mechanism for the functional class I effect we observed.
Interestingly, CV during AF remained unaffected although AF cycle
length prolonged profoundly. Drug-induced AF cycle length prolon-
gation is associated with a widening of the temporal excitable gap.12

Therefore, it is likely that Class III AAD treatment leads to longer so-
dium channel recovery times resulting in an increase of CV. Indeed,
treatment of AF by the class III drug d-Sotalol increased both cycle
length and CV during AF in the goat.12 Conduction velocity in the
presence of AP14145 was slower than to be expected based on the
AF cycle length prolongation, assuming that the widening of the tem-
poral excitable gap applies to AP14145 too. We argue that function-
ally a small Class I effect was present during AF which may have
contributed to the cardioversion potential of AP14145. The potential
for a Class I effect of SK inhibition is also further underscored by a se-
ries of experiments in Langendorff-perfused guinea pig hearts where
it was shown that sub-efficacious doses of sodium channel blockers

(flecainide and ranolazine) potentiate the antiarrhythmic effects of SK
channel inhibition.6 Possibly, such synergistic potential may apply to
AP14145 as well.

Atrial fibrillation cycle length
prolongation is the first step to AP14145-
induced AF termination
In a tachy-paced pig model of AF, Diness et al.4 demonstrated a high
potency of AP14145 to treat AF. This was demonstrated by the abil-
ity of AP14145 to terminate AF at a stage of remodelling where clini-
cal dosages of vernakalant could no longer terminate AF. In this
study, AP14145 terminated persistent AF in 83% of the goats within
10–30 min at an infusion rate of 20/mg/kg/h.

Short AF cycle lengths and atrial fibrosis are thought to be one of
the main contributors to conduction block, complex fibrillation pat-
terns and AF stability.13 Rotor dynamics and arrhythmia stability are
also modulated by the cycle length.14 This was also reported by
Schuessler et al.,15 who demonstrated in canine atria that the short-
ening of the AF cycle length alone is sufficient to increase AF stability,
wave-break and fibrillatory complexity. The most consistent effect of
antiarrhythmic drugs, despite their wide variety of targets, is the
dose-dependent increase of the AF cycle length.16 In this study,
AP14145 also strongly increased ERP that was translated to a sub-
stantial increase of AF cycle length and pathlength. We consider
these effects as the main mechanism for antiarrhythmic effect of
AP14145.

Using contact mapping, Wang and Nattel17 showed that a drug-in-
duced prolongation of AF cycle length was indeed associated with
fewer propagating wavefronts. Remarkably, in this study, complex
conduction patterns persisted until the final seconds before AF ter-
mination. Our findings may suggest that AP14145 affects fibrillatory
conduction in such a way that it becomes more prone to termination
without decreasing complexity. The process of termination itself is
characterized by the observed rapid change in the whole electro-
physiological profile (i.e. cycle length, CV, pathlength, and ultimately
complexity of propagation patterns). From this study, it remains
unclear what triggers the sudden change in behaviour, and further re-
search is necessary to unravel this mechanism.

No organization of conduction patterns
occurred despite a significant
prolongation in atrial fibrillation cycle
length
The combination of AF cycle length prolongation and persistence of
complex patterns is an intriguing observation. It is conceivable that
SK inhibition by AP14145 in this study produced both antiarrhythmic
effects (APD prolongation and reduced excitability) and some proar-
rhythmic effects. Although this and other studies found inhibition of
SK channels to be antiarrhythmic,3,4 an important biological role for
SK channels has been proposed as it contributes to the repolarization
reserve18 and inhibition may therefore have proarrhythmic effects.

One proarrhythmic mechanism of SK channel block is thought to
be based on the tight link between free cytosolic Ca2þ concentration
and the SK channel conductance. SK channel would thereby counter-
act spontaneous Ca2þ release events from the sarcoplasmic reticu-
lum and suppress focal activity.19 Yet, investigations of SK channel
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inhibition in models with ventricular substrates for arrhythmias, is-
chaemia and pacing induced heart failure, demonstrated fewer pre-
mature ventricular contractions and spontaneous episodes of
ventricular tachycardia or fibrillation.20 In the context of AF more fre-
quent focal activity, observed as BT patterns, would obviously con-
tribute to a higher complexity. However, our data did not give an
indication of an increased incidence of BT patterns nor an altered dis-
tribution of BT sites.

A proarrhythmic mechanism at tissue level was observed in an op-
tical mapping study in canine left atria. The authors showed higher
degrees of action potential dispersion, alternans, and the propensity
towards wave-break during S1S1 pacing when SK current was inhib-
ited by apamin.21 Similar effects were also observed in the rabbit ven-
tricle under hypokalaemic conditions, leading to more wavefronts
(phase singularities) during ventricular fibrillation.18 In this study, a
higher spatiotemporal instability and propensity towards wave-break
and propagation failure during fast pacing rates were observed in the
presence of AP14145. The direct mechanism for this instability of
wavefront propagation could not be investigated in this study. It is
conceivable that the mechanism leading wavefront instability contrib-
uted to the maintained AF complexity and may play a critical role in
the sudden transition towards re-organization and AF termination.

Limitations
This study is limited by a number of aspects. First, SK channel expres-
sion levels in the goat are unknown. However, SK channel expression
is reported for a wide variety of species, e.g. rat,20 dogs,3 pigs,4 and
humans.2 Considering this and the atrial-specific electrophysiological
effects, we believe it is highly likely that our observations are caused
atrial SK-channel inhibition. Second, the in vivo approach of high-den-
sity mapping did not allow for action potential recording. This limits
our understanding on the contribution of the Class I effect on the
ERP prolongation and during AF itself. Third, the sample size was rela-
tively small. This may have affected the statistical power to detect dif-
ferences for some parameters. Fourth, mapping the atria with the
two mapping arrays provides coverage of �50% of the atrial surface.
The data are discussed on the assumption that mapping of the free
walls is representative for AF behaviour over the entire atria.
However, if AF mechanisms that could drive AF, and maintain com-
plexity, occurred outside the field of view it could have remained
undetected. Finally, no pharmacokinetic data were included to this
study. Results can therefore not be directly correlated to plasma
levels.

Conclusions

AP14145 provided a successful therapy for the termination of persis-
tent AF in the goat. Its antiarrhythmic mechanism during AF is mainly
based on ERP and AF cycle length prolongation. A Class I effect was
present in the atria, but not in the ventricles, during pacing and to a
smaller extent also during AF. These electrophysiological effects did
not lead to a gradual but a sudden organization of conduction. The
mechanisms of these sudden changes need to be elucidated in further
studies.
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Peri-tricuspid atrial tachycardia late after heart transplantation
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Electrophysiological study was per-
formed 20 years after orthotopic
biatrial heart transplantation and
demonstrated a regular atrial tachy-
cardia with 2:1 conduction. Three-
dimensional electroanatomical map
(Panel A) identified recipient atrium
(I), suture line (II, Panel B), and
donor atrium (III). Entrainment
manoeuvres showed perfect post-
pacing intervals at the proximal
coronary sinus, cavotricuspid isth-
mus (CTI), and along the suture
line (Panel C). Catheter ablation of
the CTI resulted into tachycardia
termination (Panel D and red aster-
isk). However, crista terminalis pre-
sented non-excitable in the
recipient atrium, resulting in tachy-
cardia activation along the anterior
suture line suggesting peri-tricuspid
atrial tachycardia mimicking atrial
flutter.
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